Vastuworld Vortex Harmoniser
VVH Yang

Interior Geopathic Reversers

VVH Yang is an interior solution for controlling geopathic stresses. When installed in an apartment or office on higher floors, it brings in the essential earth energies up and provides necessary missing earth. It works on the theory of implosion and is the most effective device for home cleansing.

**Perfect Geopathic Reverser for Apartments, Offices, Places built above ground, multistories houses, built above graveyards, etc.**

**Used for small spaces up to 20 meter diameter or 300 sqm.**

**Absorbs environmental geopathic stresses and creates earthing.**

**For a small single-family dwelling, one VVH Yang is sufficient.**

For further details contact: +91 9822573102, www.vastuworld.com